
#24071, Rent - House, Belgrade, DEDINJE

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

DETACHED HOUSE 509 m² €4,500 CHECK AVAILABILITY

UNFURNI INDEPEN YES 4 1 4 1 YES NO 4 NO

LOT (AR) BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS LEVELS

10 8 3 PR+II+PTK

Excellent prewar villa situated in a residential part of Dedinje. Located in a quiet street, it is isolated from the city noise. There is a

number of international schools in near vicinity, while in the neighborhood are mosty family houses. Location is characterized by

good connection with the center of city and the freeway. Villa is placed on a 10 acre lot, which is rich with greenery and provides

maximum privacy. Villa expands to four levels. Ground floor level has open space layout, which consists of a spacious living room

connected to the dining room and the fully equipped kitchen which is open toward these two areas. There is also a bathroom at

disposal on this level. Marble staircase lead to first floor, which consists of four bedrooms, one of which has an exit to a beautiful

terrace overlooking the Kosutnjak park. A modern bathroom equipped with a bathtub is at disposal on this level. Second floor is

an apartment for itself. It consists of a hallway which connects all rooms together, living room, two more bedrooms and a

bathroom. Kitchen is separate and fully equipped. Second floor has an exit to three terraces. Loft has a layout simmilar to the

second floor. It consists of a living room, two bedrooms, a bathroom equipped with a bathtub and a separate kitchen. This villa is

very spacious and abundant with daylight. It is suitable as both a space for living and as an office space.
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